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Ref: Mktg/P&P/Pol/FY14/                                           Date:  12th March 2014 
 

 
Procedure for Direct Dispatches of Steel Products  

 
 

1.0 In order to step up  sales and also update and rationalize the existing operating 

guidelines, the following consolidated and rationalized guidelines come into force 

with immediate effect:  

 

1.1.1 Direct dispatches from Plant may be generally given on Branch NSR based on 

inventory/ market conditions/need for sales augmentation at the time of 

considering Direct Dispatch. 

  

1.1.2 During the month of March’14, such Direct Dispatch to MOU customers will be 

considered based on their requisition submitted in response to notification given 

in website and Notice Boards.  Direct Dispatch will be permitted based on MOU 

quantity and rank of the customer based on performance.   

 

1.1.3  BM / Sr.BM / RM shall put up a proposal to Planning and Dispatch and Logistics 

(PD&L) Section at Head Quarters to get confirmation on availability of material.  

The proposal should contain customer name, product wise quantity break up, 

Branch NSR (Ex-plant dispatch price) considering all applicable discounts / 

incentives, Railway Freight, Handling expenses etc.  The Branch NSR should be 

confirmed by the concerned BFM in the proposal.  

 

1.1.4 Depending on availability of material and logistics for dispatch and market 

strategy, PD&L Section will indicate availability of material and clear the aforesaid 

proposal after due administrative approval of D(C) through ED(Mktg).   

 

1.1.5 In case of requirement, up to 30 days SIFC can be given from the date of RR.  

The secured credit limit required for the proposal, if any, shall be from the 

existing Regional limits only. This provision is up to 31st March’14 only as per 

existing approvals. 
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1.1.6 Upon approval the Branch will send the detailed communication to HQ Sales for 

issuing OL. Based on this OL the Branch will send a DOA to HQ Sales in the 

standard format indicating the following:  

25% of the material value Confirming that this is collected in 
advance from customer/s Total rake freight 

Total  CST* 

75% of the material value As per relevant approval.   

(Till 31st Mar’14, in case of requirement, 
up to 30 days SIFC from the date of RR 

can be given as per existing approvals). 
  
Branch may confirm in the DOA that CDC 

has been collected for the required 
amount.  

C form DOA should indicate the C form no. In 
case the C form has not been collected, 

the DOA should confirm that the Branch 
has collected equivalent amount as SD, 
which needs to be transferred to HQ Sales 

along with DOA. 

 

* Treatment for CST should be as per following: 

  

a.  CST to customer’s account in case of places where RINL stockyard is 

functional. 

b. CST absorption up to 2% in case of Delhi where RINL stockyard is not 

functional.  

c. CST absorption up to 2% for orders booked by MCOs for locations Trichy, 

Panaji, Siliguri, Ranchi, Allahabad, Jammu and Raipur.  The Branch NSR 

for these locations shall be as for Chennai, Pune, Kolkata, Patna, Kanpur, 

Ludhiana and Visakhapatnam respectively.  

 

1.1.7   Based on the DOA, HQ Sales will issue the DO(s).   

 

1.1.8  Based on the DO issued, Mktg PD&L will take necessary action for dispatch.   

 

1.1.9  The RR will be sent to the concerned Branch Manager who will ensure collection of 

the balance 75% as per the agreed payment terms. 
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1.1.10 The customers may have to book in rake loads.  In case individual customer’s 

requirement is less than a rake load, the quantity can be booked in wagon loads 

and such wagons can be combined to form a rake on their own or in combination 

with VSP stock transfer material.  Rake freight will be chargeable in case of all rake 

formations.  Preference shall be given to the customers, who are inclined to take 

full rake load material and/ or also make 100% advance payment before issuance 

of DOA to HQ Sales.  In case of MCO locations and stockyards where VSP has its 

own Railway siding (Chennai, Hyderabad and Mumbai), customer wagons cannot 

be combined with stock transfer material and therefore customers will be required 

to take full rake loads only at any public siding in these locations.    

  

2.0 Depending on logistics/ distance for delivery etc, Direct Dispatch can also be 

given in rake / wagon equivalent through Road for sales on requisition of Branch 

and clearance of PD&L Section.  However, such dispatches can be taken up only 

on 100% payment in advance and subject to the customer/s submitting an 

undertaking to the effect that material will be taken to the declared destination 

only.   

 

3.0 The quantities purchased by the customer under direct dispatch shall be 

considered under MOU, Monthly slab quantity and any other scheme, if any, as 

applicable.  However, care should be taken that there is no double counting of 

any incentive in price calculation.   
 

4.0 Since direct dispatch quantity is over and above the normal allocation to the 

Branch, distribution mechanism for offer of material in vogue need not be 

followed for direct dispatches as this is considered as bulk sales to push volume in 

the market subject to ensuring that MOU customers who have not yet been 

offered up to 90% of MOU quantity are given chance to avail of this scheme.   
 

5.0  These guidelines are applicable to all Branches including HQ Sales.   

 

6.0 Project customers making 100% advance payment can avail of consignee facility 

under Direct Dispatch.   

 

7.0 Tenure:  The above operating guidelines will remain in force till further orders.  

Any change / modification etc., to the above guidelines can be made with the 

approval of D(C).   

 

 

Sd/-       
     


